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Time zones and daylight savings time have an interesting history in Alaska, a state that straddles so many degrees of longitude and has more than its share of summer 
daylight and winter darkness.  Frank Norris’s article on keeping time in Alaska in the 2001 issue of Alaska History tells that story and is reproduced below. Copies of the 
issue may be ordered through the Publications page of the website.

Americans and Canadians established time zones for most of North America in the 1880s, and most of the continent has retained those 
time zones ever since. Changes in how residents have kept time have been rare and related primarily to wars, energy crises, and the 
imposition of daylight saving time. In Alaska, however, the issue of time measurement resurfaces with some regularity. A variety of 
issues central to Alaska history-rebelliousness against the sometimes unrealistic dictates of a distant federal government, Alaskans’ 
struggle for political unity across their vast state, and diverse economic allegiances-have all been manifested in the evolution of the 
state’s time zones.

Until fairly recently, people throughout the world gave little or no thought to measuring the time of day. Farmers, ranchers, hunters, 
gatherers, and other subsistence users rose with the sun and carried on their daily activities until dusk. When the sun set, some people 
responded by lighting a fire or a candle, while others went straight to bed. By the mid-eighteenth century, when the first European visited 
Alaska’s shores, clockmakers were making timepieces that could trace the hours and minutes with remarkable accuracy. Most people, 
however, cared little about the exactness of time; in 1790, for example, fewer than 10 percent of Americans had a clock of any kind, and 
most of those clocks had no minute hand.(1)

Society’s casual attitude toward time was also reflected in the consistency, or lack of consistency, between time keeping in various adjacent communities. In lieu of time 
zones, people kept time on the basis of longitude. Based on that system, clocks in Wrangell (located at 132° West longitude) would strike noon twelve minutes before 
those located in Sitka (at 135° West longitude). This system proved slightly vexing to ship captains and commercial traders who traveled long distances.(2) Most people, 
however, traveled little; thus there was little pressure to change the existing state of affairs.

In the United States and Canada, the expanding railroad network demonstrated the inadequacy of each town keeping its own “official time.” By the 1850s, to guarantee 
the safety of its trains at crossing points, each carrier adopted its own time standard. In cities that were served by more than one railroad, travelers learned that there 
might be several official railroad times in addition to the clock that local residents used. To bring order, the railroads in November 1883 established the Eastern, Central, 
Mountain, and Pacific time zones, based on the 75th, 90th, 105th, and 120th meridians, respectively. Alaska, which had no railroads, was not included in the system.(3)

Because of its isolation and lack of commercial infrastructure, Alaska during this period was less concerned about time measurement than the rest of North America. 
Alaska and adjacent areas of Canada were splendidly isolated from Seattle, Edmonton, and other southern points; no telegraph reached the far northern latitudes, and 
steamship travel between Puget Sound and the nearest Alaskan port was a two- or three-day endeavor.

Prior to 1900, towns in Alaska and the Yukon set their clocks to a local time based on longitude. Historical accounts from the gold rush period reveal a relaxed attitude 
toward time. Stampeders’ diaries, for example, often note the hour at which their train arrived in Seattle, and many diarists were also careful to note the hour in which 
their steamship departed for Alaskan waters. But once the stampeders disembarked in the north country, time became less important. This attitude is reflected in the 
general omission of time references in the early Skagway and Dyea newspapers, even for store hours or steamship departure times, and most diarists paid little attention 
to time once they headed inland.

Uniform time keeping finally came to Alaska in the wake of the turn-of-the-century gold rushes. The U.S. Army, which around 1900 
established a series of forts across the territory, was primarily responsible for the change. That same year, the Army Signal Corps, under 
the direction of Brigadier General Adolphus Greely, began constructing the Washington-Alaska Military Cable and Telegraph System 
(WAMCATS) to provide instantaneous communication between the forts. By 1903, the Signal Corps had built a line from Fort Davis, near 
Nome, to St. Michael and up the Yukon River Valley to Fort Egbert at Eagle; the Corps also constructed another line from Fort Egbert 
south to Fort Liscum near Valdez.(4) During this same period, Canadian construction crews completed a telegraph line connecting 
Dawson City to Canada’s main telegraph grid at Quesnel, British Columbia. Unwilling to rely on the Canadians, though, the U.S. by 1905 
had laid a submarine cable line between Seattle and various Alaska points.(5)

The implementation of a telegraph system, in practical terms, demanded the establishment of one or more time zones, and given the 
concentration of economic and political power at the time in Alaska’s southeastern panhandle, it was unsurprising that “Alaska Standard 
Time,” established in 1900, would be centered on the 135th meridian, just one hour before Pacific Standard Time.(6) This scheme 
proved suitable for the Southeast, but Alaskans elsewhere observed two other time zones, one each for central and western Alaska. 
These additional time zones were observed in everything except telegraphic communications.
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It must not be concluded, however, that Alaskans immediately became more time-conscious merely because of the increasing reach of 
the telegraph system. Although most Alaskans during this period paid attention to some form of time measurement-a church bell, a 

cannery or mine whistle, or a railroad timetable-it also appears that most Alaskans, even those in the larger towns, lived by the clock far less than today.(7) It is highly 
likely, moreover, that many Alaska residents during this period, particularly those in rural areas, either owned no timepieces or paid little attention to the ones they had.

Not long after Alaska adopted standard time zones, territorial residents began to consider daylight saving time. World War I and the need to maximize daylight hours in 
armament manufacturing plants spurred national lawmakers to consider the idea’s energy savings potential. In May 1916 both Germany and Great Britain adopted 
daylight saving time. The idea also took hold in various U.S. states and cities; Seattle, for example, adopted daylight saving time during that summer.

Alaska, at first blush, seemed an unlikely area for experimentation with this concept. It had a scant manufacturing presence, and it was also situated in the high latitudes, 
where the length of daylight, both in summer and winter, made daylight saving time largely irrelevant. But based on Seattle’s example, at least one Alaskan community 
experimented with the concept during the fall of 1916. In Seward, a petition circulated by a “very charming personality” caused railroad company management, along 
with the school and a number of businesses, to adopt a daylight saving time experiment beginning on October 1. The city council, however, refused to sanction the idea, 
and neither the cable office nor steamship companies expressed interest in changing over to the new system. Local enthusiasm for the idea, moreover, proved short-
lived. By October 3, some residents were already “disgusted” with having to pay attention to two systems of time keeping; by October 9, most of the town’s businesses 
had declared the time change a nuisance and had reverted to standard time. The local newspaper editor, dead set against the time change, pilloried the idea as being 
one of those “egregious bits of rot,” and the confusion brought on by the experiment forced its complete repeal by the end of November.(8)

Although Alaskans could muster little enthusiasm for daylight saving time, Congress in March 1918 mandated the adoption of “war time” throughout the country from the 
last Sunday in March to the last Sunday in October. “War time” remained in force until October 1919. The law also decreed that in addition to the United States’ four 
major time zones, there would be a fifth zone for Alaska. “U.S. Standard Alaska Time” would be two hours slower than in Seattle. This was done either because of 
geographical centrality-the 150th meridian neatly bisected the territory-or perhaps because an increasing percentage of Alaskans were now living outside of the 
southeastern panhandle. But the act, whatever its virtues, had no enforcement mechanism. And in the words of a latter-day newspaper columnist, the use of official 
Alaska Time was “only compulsory on common carriers and for the various purposes of government administration.”(9) Most Alaskans, therefore, continued to honor 
three time zones, as they had since the turn of the century.

Beginning in the mid-1920s, Southeast communities began to grow restless because their commonly observed time was an hour behind that in Seattle. Perhaps based 
on a move to summer daylight saving time in Seattle, Panhandle residents agitated to move area clocks ahead to Pacific Standard Time in order to narrow the two-hour 
seasonal time zone gap. Ketchikan pioneered the idea. On May 19, 1926, the city council passed a resolution adopting Pacific Standard Time the year round, to be 
effective at midnight on May 29. As a newspaper article noted, “The change in time is said to be a big convenience for boats, tourists, and establishments doing business 
with Seattle firms.” Ketchikan interests invited other southeastern Alaska towns to follow suit, but so far as is known, none did.(10)

In May 1933, Seattle launched a new daylight saving time experiment. In reaction, Juneau city council member J. B. Burford presented a daylight saving time petition 
“signed by many business people.” Hoping to avoid an “adverse effect on business with Seattle banks,” the council unanimously adopted Burford’s plan, and Juneau 
went on daylight saving time from May 24 through September 20.(11) It then reverted to standard time; and perhaps in response to Seattle, which made no further 
moves to experiment with daylight saving time for the next several years, Juneau also retained standard time on a year-round basis.

During the period between the two world wars, Alaskans abandoned their reliance on “Alaska Standard Time” as a reference either 
to that centered on southeastern Alaska (as the Army had declared in 1900) or on the Railbelt (as Congress had declared in 1918). 
In its stead, Alaskans implemented a territory-wide system based on meridians, not names. A typical maritime table, therefore, 
might note that a steamship would depart from Seattle on Tuesday at 8 p.m. Pacific Time; it would sail north to Juneau, where it 
would arrive on Friday at 10 a.m. 135°. It would then continue on to Seward, where it would arrive on Sunday at 2 p.m. 150°.(12)

In May 1939, Juneau commenced another, more sweeping time-change effort. Frank Metcalf, worried that residents were “losing 
the use of too much daylight,” petitioned the city council to adopt Pacific Time. The idea became a discussion item at various civic 
meetings, and in early July the town’s chamber of commerce lined up behind the plan. But the town’s largest labor organization, 
the Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers’ Union, opposed the change. Recognizing the idea’s potential divisiveness, the council let area 
voters decide. On April 2, 1940, voters in the Juneau-Douglas area adopted the time-change move on a 753-564 vote, and at 11 
p.m. on April 30, area clocks shifted an hour ahead. Other Southeast communities apparently followed suit, and by the eve of 
World War II nearly all of Southeast, except Skagway and Yakutat, had adopted Pacific Time.(13)

On February 9, 1942, Alaska, along with the other states and territories, went on daylight saving time or “war time” on a year-round 
basis. Because many southeastern communities had moved to Pacific Time in 1940, adopting federally mandated war time in those 
communities brought no changes to local clocks. The rest of the territory’s residents-those observing 135° time in Skagway and 
Yakutat, 150° time centered on the Railbelt, or 165° in western Alaska-responded to war time by moving their clocks an hour ahead. 
The Fairbanks Daily News-Miner, perhaps speaking for many Alaskans, begrudgingly accepted the national mandate “despite the 
fact that Alaskan communities have observed the home rule on the time question.”(14)

Congress kept war time in force until V-J Day in the summer of 1945. But no sooner had the Japanese surrendered than Congress 
began to agitate for war time’s repeal. Congress took up legislation in early September, President Truman signed repeal into law on 
September 25, and war time ended five days later. On that day, people throughout the United States turned their clocks back one 
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Soldiers at Massacre Bay, Attu, Alaska, May 16, 
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hour; many Alaskans did the same. Most residents of southeastern Alaska, however, did not change their clocks. They thus, in 
effect, moved to Pacific Standard Time, which they had observed prior to World War II.(15)

For the two decades that followed World War II, Congress continued to recognize that Alaska had only one time zone-U.S. Standard 
Alaska Time, which was two hours slower than Pacific Standard Time. Alaskans, however, conveniently ignored the officially-
designated time zone. Telegraph offices, radio stations, road maps, and other media recognized four Alaska time zones during this 
period, just as they had since 1940. Alaska’s time zones were Pacific Time in southeastern Alaska south of Icy Strait; Yukon Time in 
Skagway and Yakutat; Alaska Time for everything from the 141st to the 162nd meridian, and Bering Time west of Alaska time. For 
more than twenty years after V-J Day, no Alaska communities observed daylight saving time.(16)

In the spring of 1954, Anchorage considered a time change. Various sports and recreation groups touted the idea of a two-hour 
change (to Pacific Standard Time) that would be honored from late May through late September. But transportation companies and 
broadcasters opposed the move, and they prevailed on the city council to delay the proposal until the city election that fall. The 
council offered local voters a choice; they could opt for either Pacific Standard Time, two hours ahead on a year-round basis; 
daylight saving time, one hour ahead on a seasonal basis; or a continuation of the status quo. In the October 5 election, the status 
quo prevailed. Advocates of the existing system garnered 1,265 votes, far more than those who voted for either daylight saving time 
(316 votes) or Pacific Standard Time (166 votes).(17)

Attempts to tinker with the new state’s time zones arose at both the state and local levels in the early 1960s. Railbelt legislators introduced bills to unify Alaska under a 
single time zone in 1961 and 1963. Efforts to shift the state to either Pacific or Alaska time, however, failed. The only change to occur in the early 1960s was at Skagway. 
In early 1965, the Yukon Territorial Council voted to move the Territory from a year-round observance of Yukon Standard Time to Pacific Time with daylight saving time 
in summer. The Council probably took this action to more easily communicate with British Columbia, which had a similar time system. Yukon Territory’s time change left 
Skagway-which had long kept the same time zone as the Yukon with which it was linked by the White Pass & Yukon Route Railway-out of synch with communities in 
both the Yukon and southeastern Alaska. Skagway residents, opting for closer ties with both Whitehorse and southeastern Alaska, circulated a petition requesting a 
change to Pacific Standard Time. In October town voters approved the change by an overwhelming margin. These actions left Yakutat as the only substantial Alaska 
community observing Yukon Time.(18)

A major change in Alaska’s time regime came with passage of the Uniform Time Act, which President Johnson signed on April 13, 1966. The bill had three primary 
impacts on the 49th state. First, it put all of Alaska on summer daylight saving time for the first time in its peacetime history. Second, the name “Alaska Time,” used for 
clocks in the Railbelt, was changed to “Alaska-Hawaii Time” to reflect the 50th state’s inclusion in the same time zone. And third, Congress finally recognized that 
Alaskans deserved four time zones, not the single “U.S. Standard Alaska time” that it had been in effect since 1918. Southeast, like Seattle, would have Pacific Time; 
Yakutat would observe Yukon Time; most of Alaska west of the border with the Yukon Territory would fall in Alaska-Hawaii Time; and the Aleutians and western Alaska 
would be in Bering Time, three hours behind the Southeast. In April 1968 Alaskans adopted the four-time-zone plan and implemented daylight saving time.(19)

During the mid to late 1970s, a major issue in state politics was whether the capital should be moved from Juneau to the booming Railbelt. Any questions about time 
zones had to be considered in the context of the looming capital move issue. In the spring of 1979, Juneau mayor Bill Overstreet and the city-borough assembly sought 
to lessen the tensions between Southeast and the Railbelt by sending a petition to the federal Department of Transportation (DOT) requesting that Juneau and other 
southeastern cities be moved to Yukon Time. This move would reduce the time difference between Juneau and the Railbelt from two hours to one. On September 20, 
the DOT approved the petition; departmental officials decreed that on April 27, 1980, Juneau and other nearby communities would move to Yukon Time. Sitka, 
Petersburg, Wrangell, and Ketchikan, however, would remain on Pacific Time.(20)

But soon after the DOT’s decision, a broad spectrum of Juneau’s population rose up to protest the change. Southeast, they declared, had closer business relationships 
to Seattle than to the Railbelt. On March 28, 1980, voters-by nearly a 2-to-1 margin-approved a non-binding referendum favoring repeal of the DOT’s decision. Two 
weeks later, the Alaska State Senate unanimously passed a resolution asking that the time-change order be rescinded. Despite that vote, the federal agency refused to 
back down, and the switch to Yukon Daylight Time took place in late April. Some Juneau residents became so upset about the time change that they initiated recall 
petitions against Mayor Overstreet and four assembly members. This turn of events may have prodded DOT officials to announce that they would re-analyze their 
previous decision. The agency held a mid-July hearing to air citizens’ views, and on September 22, 1980, DOT Secretary Neil E. Goldschmidt rescinded the 
Department’s September 1979 decision. Juneau and other communities in northern Southeast reverted to Pacific Time on October 26.(21) That action, while it satisfied 
Southeast residents, re-aggravated tensions between Juneau and the Railbelt over the capital move issue.

For the next two years, the capital move issue dominated state politics. In the November 1982 election, Alaskans solidly defeated the capital move proposal. But William 
Sheffield, who won the governorship in that same election, tried to moderate the tension between Southeast and the Railbelt by proposing to the Alaska legislature that 
the two-hour time-zone gap be eliminated altogether. In his plan, clocks in the Railbelt would advance an hour while those in Southeast would move back an hour. The 
only part of the state that would remain out of that system, in Sheffield’s plan, would be western Alaska and the Aleutian Islands; clocks in this part of the state would 
advance an hour from Bering Time to Alaska-Hawaii Time. The Alaska legislature agreed with Sheffield’s proposal. On April 19, Sheffield signed a resolution asking for 
two Alaska time zones and forwarded it to the DOT.(22)

The DOT held hearings on the change. Most communities voiced support. At an August hearing in Nome, however, the town’s common council, at the request of local 
radio stations, asked that most of western Alaska be moved to Yukon Time along with the rest of the state rather than Alaska-Hawaii Time. The DOT honored that 
request, and on September 15, it approved the statewide time change.(23) Alaskans adjusted to the new system in the early hours of Sunday, October 30, 1983. All of 
Alaska became part of a single time zone-which was now called Alaska Time-with two exceptions. One area, the western Aleutian islands of Atka, Adak, Shemya, and 
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Attu, advanced an hour from Bering Time to Hawaiian-Aleutian Time. Annette Island, an Indian reservation near Ketchikan, was the other exception. On October 28, two 
days before the scheduled time change, the Metlakatla Indian Community Council voted unanimously to keep the reservation on Pacific Time.(24)

The government’s move to unify Alaska’s time zones antagonized many Southeast residents, who disliked being moved away from Pacific Time. They complained that it 
forced children to come home from school in the dark in midwinter; in addition, being in a new time zone, according to one source, had “adversely affected the business 
community’s efforts to communicate with Seattle.” Ketchikan residents soon circulated petitions to repeal the time change, and during the next several months additional 
support was gathered from either the governing bodies or residents’ groups in Wrangell, Sitka, Petersburg, the Ketchikan Gateway Borough, and various Prince of Wales 
Island communities. All joined a petition to make a switch from Alaska Time to Pacific Time. The petitioners pressed for public hearings, hoping to publicize their case. 
But in two separate 1986 rulings, the DOT rejected the petition because it would have created an arbitrary, confusing “island of time.”(25) With the exception of 
Metlakatla, Southeast communities have been part of Alaska Time ever since.

The first notable time zone action after the mid 1980s was a maverick move made by Little Diomede Island residents in the summer of 1993. This island, located west of 
the Seward Peninsula in northwestern Alaska, lies near the 170th meridian. Because the island is so far west of the 135th meridian (where the midday sun is at its zenith 
according to Alaska Time), the sun did not reach its zenith until 3:20 p.m. during the winter and 4:20 p.m. during the summer. Such a huge discrepancy from the norm 
made residents “weary of hunting and berry picking in the dark,” so on August 1, 1993, they unilaterally decided to move their clocks back three hours and establish 
“Little Diomede Time.” The move proved popular for island residents, and several months later, a newspaper update stated “So far, the state and federal powers-that-be 
have looked the other way while the village lives at its own rhythm.” But before long transportation firms, government officials, and the villagers themselves became 
annoyed by the confusion it caused. A year after their initial decision, residents decided at a village council meeting to go back to Alaska Time.(26)

In recent years various Railbelt residents have grown restless with the existing time regime, and the primary manifestations of that restlessness have been attempts to 
eliminate daylight saving time. The first such move took place in January 1999, when Representative Vic Kohring introduced House Bill 4. That bill failed in committee, 
but the idea remained a hot-button issue to some in Southcentral Alaska. During the 2002 legislative session, Representative Ken Lancaster pushed a similar bill that 
generated the first significant debate on the topic in almost twenty years. While Lancaster’s effort did not succeed, it and the discussions it generated suggest that 
Alaskans are far from unanimous in their acceptance of the present time zone regime.(27)

The history of time zones in Alaska has been much more dynamic and contentious than in other states. Certainly, for many states, geography placed them unarguably 
within a single time zone. But even states on the frontier between two time zones have had more stable time regimes than Alaska, and residents of other states have 
seldom engaged in extended public debate over time systems. The only nationwide changes experienced in time zones since their establishment in the 1880s came with 
the introduction of daylight saving during two world wars, passage of the Uniform Time Act, or because of the energy crisis of the early 1970s, when for two years the 
nation observed year-round daylight saving time.

In Alaska, however, several other factors have affected time regimes. Alaska’s size gives it the unique status of spreading across nearly 60 degrees of longitude, 
equivalent to four time zones. When the federal government in 1918 ignored that complexity and attempted to dictate that all the territory fit in one time zone, Alaskans 
showed a characteristic unwillingness to accept the dictates of the distant U.S. Congress. Consequently, Alaskans and the federal government observed different 
systems of time zones for almost fifty years. Internal Alaskan politics has also played a role. Political motives tied to Juneau retaining the state capital prompted 
unification of the vast majority of the state in one time zone, even at the expense of placing most of the state’s population an hour or more off sun time. Railbelt residents, 
moreover, were willing to go along with the move because it eased communications between Alaska and the Lower 48, and because it made satellite television 
transmission of sports and other live broadcasts more in synch with their daily schedules. Another factor relating to time zone dynamism has been the power of economic 
alliances. For example, between the two world wars, communities in Alaska’s Southeast moved their clocks to Pacific Time in order to more easily conduct business with 
Puget Sound commercial interests, and in the 1980s, businesses in western Alaska argued to be placed in the same time zone as Anchorage, the state’s business 
center.

Over the last century, Alaska’s time zones have rarely been static for more than twenty years. There have been many local moves to revolt from prescribed time 
systems, and in a state spanning almost 60 degrees of longitude, many people remain unhappy with the current time system in Alaska. Future tension over time regimes, 
therefore, appears to be inevitable.
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19. Congressional Record, 90th Cong. 2nd sess., 1968, 112:6009-10, 7565, 8285; Juneau Alaska Empire, April 26, 1968, 8. The federal Department of Transportation, 
just a year after its September 1966 establishment, proposed shifting southeastern Alaska back to Yukon Standard Time. Local communities, however, fought the 
change and it was put on hold-at least for the time being. North Wind, September 1967, 2.

20. Juneau Empire, September 21, 1979, 1; Alaska Economic Report, September 29, 1979, 2; Southeastern Log, November 1979, 2. During DOT’s public comment 
period for the proposed change, only six of the 26 received comments supported the time change.

21. Southeastern Log, April 1980, 28; May 1980, 13; July 1980, 13; August 1980, 5; Alaska Economic Report, June 18, 1980, 6; Juneau Empire, September 22, 1980, 1. 
On August 26, Overstreet and the four assembly members survived the attempt to oust them from office.

22. Alaska from the Inside, January 26, 1983, 3; Alaska Legislative Digest, March 27, 1983, 6; April 2, 1983, 5; April 16, 1983, 7; House Bill History, 1983-1984, 446-47; 
Senate Bill History, 1983-84, 838. As noted in the Alaska Economic Report, March 24, 1983, 7, opponents of the capital move pushed the measure, hoping that “the time 
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shift will help put the bitter Alaska capital move issue to sleep.” Voters rejected the capital move 96,931 (52.9%) to 86,312 (47.1%). Juneau Empire, November 11, 1982, 
1.

23. Juneau Empire, September 16, 1983, 1-2; Nome Nugget, September 22, 1983, 1. In the hearings, a group of Anchorage and Juneau residents testified in support of 
the change, although there was “some opposition” from Fairbanks and Ketchikan.

24. Milepost [1985] (Anchorage: Alaska Northwest Publishing, 1985), 494. Because the time-zone boundary change brought so many Alaskans into a single time zone, 
Alaska’s two senators acted to change the names of Yukon Time to Alaska Time, and the name of Alaska-Hawaii Time to Western Pacific Time. After modification 
through the legislative process, Yukon Time was changed to Alaska Time and Alaska-Hawaii Time was renamed Hawaii-Aleutian Time. This law also changed the name 
of Bering Time, which by then did not apply to any Alaskan territory, to Samoa Time. Ketchikan Daily News, October 29, 1983, 1; Alaska Magazine, August 1984, 30; 
Congressional Record, 98th Cong., 1st sess., 1983, 129:29511-12, 29524, 29570, 32700, 34225, 34227, 34684.

According to DOT official Joanne Petrie, Indian reservations are not bound to follow time zones imposed by neighboring jurisdictions. Given that independence, 
Metlakatla tribal members reiterated their interest in keeping Pacific Time in the November 1984 vote, and the community has remained in Pacific Standard Time, on a 
year-round basis, to the present day. Judy Lauth (MICC executive tribal secretary), interview with author, March 20, 2001.

25. Alaska Magazine, March 1984, 20 and February 1985, A4; Anchorage Daily News, April 23, 1986, C4 and July 10, 1986, C4; Juneau Empire, October 3, 1984, 12 
and April 23, 1986, 2; Alaska Economic Report, September 9, 1985, 5; Ketchikan Daily News, September 4, 1985, 4; September 24, 1985, 4; October 8, 1985, 1; 
November 17, 1985, A3; December 29, 1985, B2; and July 8, 1986, 1; Joanne Petrie (DOT) to author, email, February 23, 2000. On December 1, at least one Ketchikan 
business unilaterally switched to Pacific Standard Time. Southeastern Log, December 1983, A4-A5; January 1984, A-18.

26. Anchorage Daily News, August 4, 1993, B1-B2 and November 3, 1993, B5; Herb Anungazuk, interview with author, March 15, 2001; Philip Ahkinga to author, fax, 
June 13, 2001; Philip Ahkinga interview with author, June 13, 2001.

27. House Bill History, 1999-2000, 17; Anchorage Daily News, June 12, 2000, A1; March 18, 2002, B1; April 6, 2002, B1-B2. [Editor's note: Although this issue is dated 
2001, it was not published until the summer of 2002.] 
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